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Redefining 

Service you can count on 

Quality products 

One-Stop Shop

Deep inventory 

Using our consultative approach and industry 
expertise, we’ll guide you through the available  
product options or design custom solutions 
specific to your needs.

You can always count on 1Concier to have 
you covered.

Expectations
IN TOUCH WITH HOW YOUR GUEST FEELS

We are now 1Concier, formed from the merger 
of Riegel Linen, T-Y Group and Harbor Linen. 
Combined, we are the number one choice and 

ne- top hop for your linen and OS&E 
products. We deliver quality products, a wide 
selection and deep inventory, and value no one 
can match.

As our new name indicates, we are all about 
exceeding expectations to enrich your guests’ 
experience. We know how to solve the 
challenges you face. Our promise is simple:



Why Us? 

One-Stop Shop of 
Quality Products
With the combined industry expertise of the heritage 
companies, 1Concier will continue to deliver superior 
quality products, a wide selection with vast inventory  
and value no one can match.

Next Level 
Consultative Service
Using our consultative approach we’ll guide you 
through available product options or design custom 
solutions specific to your needs.

Entrepreneurial Agility
We are experts with decades long experience  
lead with entrepreneurial nimbleness and 
accessibility to exceed expectations and redefine 
high touch.
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Quality Table 
Linens
With over 180 years of excellence, 
Riegel Linen has a history of being  
a leading provider of quality textiles in 
the Hospitality and Healthcare Linen 
Rental industries. As makers of high 
quality and durable table linen products, 
the company’s storied commitment 
to service and customer satisfaction 
solidified its position as the leader in  
the market. 

Our Healthcare 
Division
Comprised of 1Concier and One by 
1Concier, the company is a leading 
manufacturer and distributor of 
institutional linens, case goods  and 
apparel to long-term care facilities and 
healthcare industries. We have  
been providing continuous value,  
service  and quality to an array of 
customers throughout the world for  
over 48 years. 

Leaders in
Hospitality and 
Healthcare
1Concier provides unmatched selection, quality and 
value in the Hospitality space. With extensive 
inventory  and strategically placed distribution centers, 
our expertise lies in convenient ne- top hopping 
along with fast and reliable delivery. Our services are 
always one step ahead. Whether it’s a design 
consultation or access to lways n tock products, 
you are in the best hands with us. It’s why our 
products are found in leading hotels, resorts, spas, 
cruise ships  and country clubs around the world. 
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One-StopShop for the
Complete Guestroom 
Environment
Begin with the bed – a vital element of the 
guest experience. Opt for deluxe layers of 
sheets, blankets, toppers, duvets and pillows, 
or more economical options which are still a cut 
above the ordinary. Accessorize with elegantly 
coordinated window treatments, alarm clocks, 
coffee makers  and other comforts of home. 

Custom Room Design
WE’LL CREATE AN ENTIRE 
GUEST SUITE JUST FOR YOU

Impress your guests with a room that’s like no 
other in the world. Not only are the bed, bath  
and window treatments beautifully coordinated 
with the fabrics and colors you choose, but they 
can also be custom-made and embroidered to 
your exact specifications. 

Guest Room
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Rest Assured:
Quality and Elegance
Guests will love the luxurious look and feel of their bedding. 
Only you will know that our bedding also has the inherent 
longevity and durability for a hospitality setting.

BLANKETS
Add a layer of cozy warmth to 
the bed with plush, quilted  
and cotton blanket options. 

PILLOWS
Support a dreamy night’s 
sleep with your choice of 
synthetic, feather/down and 
down alternative fills.

DUVET INSERTS
Get the best of 
worlds with down-like 
comfort in a non-allergenic 
synthetic fill. Pure luxury 
and welcome affordability.

MATTRESS PADS
Protect both your mattress 
and your guest’s comfort. Our 
collection includes a choice of 
quilted styles and fill weights.

Basic
Bedding
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Pillows, Duvets  
& Protectors
Items such as pillows and duvets pose the 
biggest challenge in maintaining a sanitary bed. 
Not only do they absorb bodily fluids, they also 
can’t be heavily laundered in the same way that 
sheets and towels can. We have responded to 
the demand for protective bedding with a new 
line of antimicrobial pillow and duvet/blanket 
covers. In addition to their proven effectiveness 
in destroying bacteria, they are odor-resistant 
and durable.  

How to Choose 
Your  Pillow
FIRMNESS:  TO 
EACH THEIR OWN 

Firmness refers to how much “give” a pillow has 
when you put weight on it. Too much or too little 
firmness can cause restless sleep, headaches, 
neck/upper back pain, and exacerbation of 
breathing problems. The critical deciding factor is 
the individual’s sleeping position; a firmness that 
benefits a stomach sleeper may be uncomfortable 
for someone who sleeps on their back. Because of 
this, we recommend using two firm pillows and two 
soft or medium pillows as a standard of comfort for 
all guests. Ensuring a good night’s rest every time. 

SLEEPING POSITIONS

Stomach Sleepers: Soft support allows the head to 
sink, preventing neck pain 

Back Sleepers: Medium to medium soft support for 
the upper spine 

Side Sleepers: Firm support and extra thickness 
keep the head and neck aligned 

Multi-Position Sleepers: Medium to medium-firm 
is suggested

FILL:  NATURAL 
OR SYNTHETIC?

Synthetic (usually polyester) fill pillows are often 
a better fit for the hotel setting where lower cost 
and easier care are important. Their hypoallergenic 
properties make them suitable for use by all guests. 
Natural fills are more “luxurious” from the softness of 
the feathers. However, these can wear down as time 
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A Complete Setting 
for Personal Care
Your hospitality style extends to the bathroom, 
where colors, textures  and personalized 
touches combine in a distinctive setting that 
guests will appreciate and remember. Choose 
from a second-to-none array of terry 
coordinates, then complete the look with 
thoughtful accessories ranging from hair dryers 
to mirrors.

Bathroom
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Terry 101: 
The Guest Room 
Towel Guide
CHOOSING YOUR IDEAL TOWELS

Terry quality, towel manufacturer, par levels  and budget 
all play a role in deciding which towels are right for 
your hotel. Feel free to pick the brains of our 1Concier 
experts when making your selections. With our wide 
choice of fiber content, loop weave and choice to 
selection towel weight, there’s something for every 
need and taste. We’re the hospitality industry’s ne-

top shop for the guest room and beyond.

EXTENDING THE LIFE OF TERRY

Given that towels have the highest par levels of any 
items in the hotel linen closet, it pays off to care for 
them in a way that doesn’t cause premature loss 
of strength, softness  and absorbency. Our laundry 
experts have put together this list of tips for optimum 
towel care, find this list and more on our blog at 
1Concier.com/IQ-DESK

PAR LEVEL

It’s a common industry standard that the par level for 
hotel bed linens and terry should be 3, 1 set in use in 
the guest room, 1 set being processed at the laundry  
and 1 set in housekeeping closets. Theoretically, a 
hotel could cut costs by keeping a par level of 2 and 
sending linens straight from the laundry to the guest 
room on the same day. But in practice, the result is 
additional expense from a variety of causes — leading 
to shorter linen life  customer service delays.

Towels
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Towels

GOURMET TASTE IN EVERY DETAIL

COFFEE MAKERS  | TEA KETTLES  |  SMALL APPLIANCES

TABLEWARE  |  COOKWARE

GARMENT STORAGE AND CARE

AT ITS FINEST

ROBES  |  HANGERS  |  IRONS  |  IRONING BOARD & COVERS   

GARMENT STEAMERS  |  GARMENT & APPLIANCE BAGS   

SAFES  |  WASTE BASKETS  |  LAUNDRY BASKETS  |  LUGGAGE RACKS

Kitchen

Closet
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Styled for Fun 
in the Sun
With the largest inventory and color selection available 
to choose from, you’re sure to make a splash with your 
poolside decor. What else would you expect from a 
leader in the hospitality industry? We’ll add the finishing 
touch of personality with your embroidered monogram.
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Robes Wrap Your Guests 
in Comfort and Style
PRESIDENTIAL COLLECTION

Pamper your guests with our luxurious Presidential 
Collection bathrobe. The smooth and sleek microfiber 
outside combined with absorbent terry lining is ideal 
for the spa or just relaxing.

EMERALD COLLECTION

The Emerald Collection bathrobe is designed in a soft, 
lightweight knitted fabric with comfy quilted pattern.

TRADITIONAL COLLECTION

The Traditional Collection, featuring either shawl collar 
or kimono style, offers a timeless look and perfect 
terry velour touch for after a shower or relaxing in style. 
Pamper your guest  in classic luxury.

PLATINUM COLLECTION

Enhance your guests’ stay with this luxury robe 
featuring a plush velour jacquard in a honeycomb 
weave.

DIAMOND COLLECTION

This collection features a lightweight diamond pattern 
with plush velour on the collar, cuffs   
and pockets.

WAFFLE COLLECTION

Lightweight comfort and a fresh sporty design join 
forces in our Waffle Robe. This crisp, yet soft kimono 
style robe is detailed with two patch pockets and 
piped trim in a variety of colors.

We can embroider any robe with a monogram, word or logo.



Committed to high quality and exceptional service,  
Riegel Linen by 1Concier produces fine table linens for 
the hospitality and linen rental markets. Offerings include 
napkins, tablecloths, placemats, skirting, aprons, and 
specialty linens. Our products are engineered to thrive in 
commercial laundering environments, giving our customers 
great quality and value. Since 1838, our rich heritage and 
roots in manufacturing ensures that we are able to produce 
products of the highest standard in a timely fashion.

Cut from a
Different Cloth
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colorGUARD technology 

Table Linen degradation is an ongoing issue in the 
Hospitality and the Linen Supply Industry. Whites don’t 
stay white, and the colors Ivory and Sandalwood can 
be unstable due to sensitivity to residual bleach when 
ironed. To prevent these problems, we’ve developed a 
proprietary application that makes it impossible for the 
color to get washed down. This process, which we refer 
to as colorGUARD™ technology, extends the life cycle 
of the textile and ensures a color-rich product from the 
first wash to the last. Get in touch with us today and a 
representative can demonstrate this process and the 
industry leading results.

TM

PROTECT THE LIFE OF YOUR LINEN



Table Linen
Essential Collections
Our luxurious collections of quality table linens are made of 
cotton blend and 100% spun polyester. Contact us today to 
help you choose the right collection for you. 

PREMIER
The ultimate in spun polyester, 
our Premier selection satisfies 
customers with its cotton-
like softness and top quality 
construction. 

BEAUTI-DAMASK
Elegant and unique, our cotton poly 
blend Beauti-Damask range comes 
in various detailing options such as 
Pique Border, Baroque, Grape, and 
Rose. 

PERMALUX
The traditional mainstay for a 
complete range of quality linens, 
our cotton poly blend Permalux 
selection has attractive pricing, 
long lasting durability, and an 
expanding color selection with 
washable convenience.

BISTRO
Tested and perfected for the 
absolute best performance of any 
stripe bistro napkin available, our 
Bistro napkins are a bold way to 
add a touch of style to any dining 
experience. Available in 100% 

otton and 100% spun poly.
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Table Linen
Luxury Cotton Collections

DIRONA
Riegel’s finest, most dramatic 
collection yet, DiRoNA means 
true quality and beauty. Our 
pure, natural DiRoNA linens are 
made with mercerized 100% 
2-ply cotton with four-sided
hems, an upscale yarn dye
construction, and a calender
finish.

PARNELL 
Crisp, clean beauty adorns 
your tables with Parnell, 
our 100% cotton satin band 
napkins and tablecloths. 
This elegant cotton napery 
ultimately defines White Linen 
service, known as traditional 
fine dining.
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Always a Pleasure

Want to know more? 
Please visit 1Concier.com

CONTACT US

305 805 8085 
info@1concier.com 

This overview is only the beginning of our best-in-class 
array of products, services and values.


